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TRANSPORTING DEVICE FOR FOOD PRODUCTS

5 The invention relates to a transporting device

for transporting food products to be subjected to a

processing, comprising at least one advancing element for

advancing carriers for the food products for processing

fixed to the advancing element along a route extending

10 through a processing space.

Such transporting devices are generally known.

The advancing element herein provides not only the

forward movement of the carriers but also guiding of the

carriers. This entails an additional mechanical load on

15 the advancing element, for instance due to a bending

moment, whereby it is more susceptible to wear. High

demands are therefore made of the advancing element,

whereby the possible choices of material from which the

advancing element is manufactured, the type of advancing

2 0 element and the dimensioning of the advancing element are

limited. Such limitations often conflict with other

requirements set for such devices, for instance in

respect of hygiene and corrosion resistance. The

invention now has for its object to provide a solution to

25 the above stated drawbacks.

This object is achieved by such a transporting

device which is provided with guide means for guiding the

carriers along at least a part of the route.

As a result of these measures the advancing

30 element will be less heavily loaded, whereby it is

possible to give the advancing element a light form and

to make use for instance of stainless steel and/or

lubrication-free chains instead of steel and/or

lubricated chains . A greater structural freedom moreover

35 results from the separation of functions.

According to a first preferred embodiment the

advancing element is endless and the route is closed. It
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will be apparent that herewith a continuous movement can

be realized with all the resulting advantages.

In some situations it is attractive to give the

route a linear form. The advancing element is then adapt-

5 ed to transport the carriers alternatingly in opposing

directions. This results therefore in discontinuous use.

According to another preferred embodiment the

guide means are adapted to take the weight of the

carriers

.

10 The forces exerted on the advancing element are

hereby further decreased.

According to yet another preferred embodiment

the transport apparatus comprises secondary guide means

for only guiding the advancing element.

15 This avoids lifting of the advancing element or

a less favorable positioning of the carriers, in

particular with co-operation between the guide means for

the carriers, and the secondary guide means for the

advancing element.

2 0 According to yet another embodiment the

carriers are mounted rotatably on the advancing element.

This provides the option of effecting regular changes in

the position of the carriers in order to prevent burning

phenomena in food products

.

25 This is preferably achieved by adapting the

guide means to determine the rotation position of each of

the carriers subject to the position of the carrier.

This provides the option of determining the

rotation position of the carriers subject to their

30 position, thus enabling a constant process flow.

According to yet another preferred embodiment

the route extends through at least a second processing

space and the first and second processing spaces are

connected by a tunnel, the length of which is at least as

35 large as the maximum distance between the carriers in the

direction of movement. According to this preferred

embodiment the dimension of the tunnel in a plane

transversely of the direction of movement is less than
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1.5 times the dimension of the carriers, including

possible products present on the carrier, in this

direction.

This results in a good separation between the

5 first and second processing spaces. This is important

when different substances are being used in the first

and second processing spaces and differing atmospheres

prevail therein.

According to a structural embodiment the

10 advancing element comprises at least one spring belt.

The use of a spring belt results in an

attractive embodiment in respect of food products, since

a spring belt requires no lubricants.

According to another embodiment the advancing

15 means comprise at least one chain provided with hollow

links, wherein each of the carriers is provided with a

protruding part extending into a hollow link.

These measures result in free rotation of the

carriers relative to the advancing means. The position of

2 0 the carriers can herein be controlled independently of

the advancing means.

According to yet another structural embodiment

the carriers each comprise wire mesh on their underside

and their sides extending transversely of the direction

2 5 of movement.

The use of wire mesh, which is understood to

mean a structure which is for a relatively greater part

open whereby the carrier acquires the configuration of a

basket, provides the option that the food product for

30 processing present in the basket is easily approachable

from as many sides as possible, for instance by liquids,

vapours or gases, in the processing spaces. The good

accessibility results in a shorter residence time in the

relevant spaces and thus in a higher production speed.

35 Another advantage of the use of a basket is that, partic-

ularly in the case of vulnerable food products, they are

supported over a large part of their surface.
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According to a preferred embodiment the sides

extending parallel to the direction of movement comprise

at least substantially closed walls.

This leads to a sturdy construction of the

5 carrier with good potential for fixing to the advancing

element

.

According to yet another preferred embodiment

the carriers are provided on their sides with guide

elements for guiding of the carrier into a determined

10 position by the guide supports. The guide elements can

for instance be formed by guide edges arranged on the

outside of the carriers.

As a consequence of this measure it is possible

for the rotation position of the carrier to be determined

15 subject to its position along the route. This provides

the option for instance of allowing the carrier to vari-

ously assume different rotation positions during process-

ing so that, depending thereon, different parts of the

product present in the carrier are exposed to the pro-

20 cessing devices.

According to another preferred embodiment the

guide supports are displaceable for changing the position

of the carriers

.

The positions of the carrier can herewith be

25 optimized, depending for instance on the process and/or

the product

.

The invention also relates to a carrier

suitable for use in a transporting device as described

above

.

30 Use is preferably made for this purpose of a

carrier comprising wire mesh arranged on its sides

extending transversely of the direction of movement,

wherein the carrier is provided with guide elements. A

guide edge represents a simple embodiment of such a guide

3 5 element.

The use of wire mesh results in the forming of

a basket with a high degree of access. It is important
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consequence of their guide function, are susceptible to

wear

.

It will also be apparent that with the use of

plastic walls in the carrier an attractive and

5 inexpensive embodiment can be obtained.

The invention further 'relates to a guide

element suitable for use with a carrier as according to

claim 24

.

The invention also relates to a composite

10 transporting apparatus comprising at least two

transporting devices for food products for processing,

for instance as elucidated above, wherein the

transporting devices are coupled by a collective transfer

device

.

15 Such a situation is applicable for instance

when the products must be exposed to an aggressive

environment. The processing device in which this

aggressive environment prevails is therefore provided

with a separate transporting device. Coupling of both

20 transporting devices avoids the whole transporting

apparatus being subjected to the aggressive environment.

Such a transfer device is preferably formed by

a route of both transporting devices which extends partly

parallel, wherein the guide means in the parallel routes

25 are adapted to determine the position of the carriers so

that the content of the carrier of the first transporting

device is moved to a carrier of the second transporting

device

.

It will also be apparent that the movements of

3 0 both transporting devices must herein be synchronized.

The route of both transporting devices

preferably extends such that the content of the carrier

is moved from the first transporting device to the second

transporting device.

3 5 When the guide means are adapted to determine

the rotation position of the carriers of the first

transporting device and the second transporting device on

the basis of the angle of arc, a gradual change of angle
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is obtained so that the products can be displaced from

the one carrier to the other carrier without the danger

of damage

.

In some situations, for instance when an

5 interposed processing device with an aggressive

atmosphere is used, it is attractive that, in addition to

a first transfer device for transferring the food

products from the first transporting device to the second

transporting device, a second transfer device be used for

10 transferring the food products from the second

transporting device to the first transporting device.

This therefore results in almost complete

isolation of the second transporting device which can be

fitted for transport through the aggressive environment

15 of the products for processing.

The invention further relates to a loading

device for loading a food product fed by supply means to

the loading device into a carrier of a transporting

device, for instance a carrier forming part of a

20 transporting device as according to claims 1-15 or a

carrier as according to claims 16-25, comprising transfer

means for displacing the food product from the supply

means into the carrier.

Such a device is known from DE-A-44 10 391.

25 This patent application describes a loading device

wherein sausages from a sausage manufacturing machine are

fed to buffer baskets, from which the sausages drop into

baskets located thereunder through rotation of the buffer

baskets on their longitudinal axis. This drop entails the

30 risk of the food product being damaged. It is moreover

not possible with this device to load the sausages

selectively in carriers. The invention now has for its

object to obviate these drawbacks.

For this purpose the loading device is

35 characterized in that the transfer means comprise a slide

element which is drivable by drive means along a closed

route and the route comprises a part wherein a food

product fed by the supply means is displaced by the slide
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element into the carrier. The use of a slide element

provides the option of causing the loading to be

accompanied by a lower mechanical load on the food

product

.

5 The possibility therefore also results of

allowing the loading device to operate selectively, for

instance to allow passage of reject sausages or when two

or more transporting devices are placed in parallel.

Use is preferably made of a loading device

10 wherein the slide element follows a path located in a

vertical plane as it follows the route.

This provides the option, if the food products

are fed from a lateral direction, of moving the slide

element along above the products still to be moved into

15 the carrier after the products for processing have been

moved by the slide element into the carrier, whereby a

large loading capacity can be realized.

According to yet another embodiment the route

comprises a substantially horizontal part wherein the

20 slide element shifts the food product. A simple

displacement of the food product is hereby obtained

without excessive forces being exerted thereon, so that

the chance of damage is as small as possible.

This danger is further decreased by providing

25 the slide element with a scoop element on its bottom

edge

.

The measure wherein the slide element is

initially accelerated and subsequently slowed during the

substantially horizontal part of the route also

3 0 contributes to a small chance of damage.

According to yet another preferred embodiment

the slide element is connected to a driven support by

means of a connection such that during a part of the

route the slide element substantially covers the

35 container of the transporting device.

This measure ensures that in the case of a

product with a slightly resilient structure, rebounding
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avoided

.

This effect is improved, when the slide element

comes to a standstil during the covering.

5 The measure that the support is connected by

means of a rod assembly to a crank drivable in rotation

also results in an attractive, mechanically simple

embodiment

.

The loading device is preferably provided with

10 a supply device which is formed by a conveyor belt

extending transversely of the transporting direction of

the transporting device.

The invention also relates to a production

device for producing food products, comprising a

15 production member with an at least partially curved

configuration and transporting means which are formed for

instance by supply means as stated in any of the claims

32-40 which connect onto the production member. Such

production devices are encountered for instance in

2 0 sausage manufacture, wherein the sausages coming from the

production member are fragile and it is important that

they come to lie on a conveyor belt in controlled manner

after manufacture, wherein they are prevented from making

a free-fall by which they could be damaged. For this

25 purpose the production member according to the invention

is characterized in that the transporting means are at

least partially curved together with the production

member

.

This is particularly the case when the

3 0 production member is formed by the crimper wheel of a

sausage manufacturing apparatus.

Finally, the present invention relates to a

sausage manufacturing apparatus comprising a transporting

device, wherein the processing device is formed by a

3 5 drying device.

The second processing device is then usually

formed by a smoking device.
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Preferably, the sausage manufacturing apparatus

comprises a bending device for bending the sausages.

This offers the possibility to make bended

sausages, for instance with the shape of a horse shoe.

5 To emphasize the flexibility of the production

the bending device is prepared for selectively bending or

not bending a passing sausage.

Preferably, the sausage bending device is

preceded by a positioning device for positioning the

10 sausages. This provides in the feature that the sausages

are bended in the middle, so that the shape of the

sausages becomes symmetric.

The invention also concerns a processing

apparatus for subjecting products, for instance food

15 product by the processing of a fluid, the apparatus

comprising carriers movable along a path, a housing

through which the path extends itself and flowing means

for making fluid flow through the path, in which the path

of the carriers extends according to a zigzag through the

20 housing, and in which the partial paths of the path

extends substantially horizontally.

With these features if becomes possible to

enhance the effectiveness of the contact between fluid

and product. It is indeed easier to make the fluids flow

25 homogeneously in a vertical direction than in a

horizontal direction. The cross -like movement of the

fluid like gas and product is than used optimally, so

that no unused paths of the fluid flow can develop.

Further, this features offers the possibility to use in

30 parallel flow or in counter flow; the products use -

besides the horizontal zigzag movement - slowly upwards

or downwards

.

Preferably the apparatus comprises at least two

housings, and the direction of movements, perpendicular

35 to the plain of the partial path in adjacent housings

extends in opposite directions.

This avoids extra vertical movements between

the housings.
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The described inventions can be applied during

several processes of food products, like drying, steam

cooking, cooking, cooling, after drying.

Preferably, different process conditions

5 prevail in the housings.

This enhances the flexibility of the apparatus.

Preferabely, separation means are provided

between the housings.

This feature leads to a better process control.

10 This is also valid when two different housings are used.

The present invention will be elucidated

hereinbelow with reference to the annexed drawings, in

which

:

figure 1 shows a schematic view in longitudinal

15 section of a device according to the invention;

figure 2 shows a partly broken away perspective

detail view along arrow II in figure 1;

figure 3 shows a partly broken away perspective

detail view along arrow III in figure 1;

20 figure 4 shows a perspective view of a basket

according to the invention;

figure 5 shows a view in longitudinal section

of the sub-device indicated with V in figure 1;

figure 6 shows a view similar to figure 5 of a

25 variation of the partial apparatus depicted in figure 5;

figure 7 shows a perspective view of a

positioning apparatus;

figure 8 shows a perspective view of a bending

apparatus ; and

3 0 figure 9 shows a perspective view of a drying

basket-positioning apparatus.

In figure 1 is shown a sausage preparing

apparatus designated in its entirety with 1. The sausage

preparing apparatus comprises a co-extrusion device not

3 5 shown in the drawing which is per se known. Such a co-

extrusion device produces a continuous string of sausage

material, the interior of which is formed by the filling
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or the stuffing which is provided by the co-extrusion

device with a skin.

Using a so-called crimper, which will be

discussed briefly below with reference to figure 2, this

5 continuous string is divided into separate sausage units.

These are fed onto a conveyor belt which is designated 2

in figure 1 and of which the direction of movement

extends transversely of that of the drawing.

The sausage units are subsequently moved to a

10 transporting device 4 using a transfer device 3. This

transporting device 4 extends initially through a first

processing housing 5 and then through the upper part of a

second processing housing 6. The transporting device then

passes through a part of a third processing housing 7

15 which is adapted to process the product in an aggressive

environment. For this purpose this processing housing is

provided with a separate transporting device 8. The

transporting device then passes through the lower half of

the second processing housing 7,. under the third process -

20 ing housing 7 and finally through a fourth processing

housing 9.

The thus processed sausages are thereafter

unloaded in an unloading station which is not further

elucidated, whereafter the main transporting device

25 passes through a cleaning device 10 back to the transfer

device 3

.

When such a device is used as device for

preparing sausage, the second processing housing 6 is

formed for instance by a housing in which a different or

30 the same temperature prevails, for instance due to the

presence of heating elements or by supplying heated gases

to this housing. A further drying of the sausages takes

place here.

In the third processing housing 7 the sausages

35 for processing are subjected to a taste-improving

environment; they are herein treated for instance with

smoke liquid. This liquid is generally quite aggressive,

so that a separate space 11 is created for this purpose.
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In order to prevent contamination of the main

transporting device use is made herein of a second

transporting device which extends only inside this third

processing housing. The aggressiveness and contamination

5 of space 11 therefore affect only this second

transporting device, so that the main transporting device

is protected.

The product is subsequently subjected to the

lower half of the second processing housing 6 in which

10 the drying process is completed.

Finally, a further cooking or cooling process

takes place in the fourth processing housing 9.

It will be apparent that this total apparatus

can be modified in accordance with the nature of the

15 product for processing. The above stated embodiment

relates to the processing of sausages, for instance

frankfurters; it is however quite possible for such a

processing apparatus to be used for the processing of

other products, such as other types of sausage or other

20 meat products such as hamburgers and the like. The

invention is not however limited to applications in the

meat sector; such an apparatus can also be used in for

instance the preparation of vegetable preserves.

Figure 2 shows a sausage string from a co-

2 5 extrusion mechanism which is not shown in the drawing. In

the present embodiment this is supplied from above in

vertical direction; it is equally possible for it to be

supplied from another side in order to have available a

larger circle segment for processing by the so-called

30 crimper wheel 13

.

This crimper wheel 13 is provided on its

periphery with crimping elements 14 which engage on and

clamp the sausage string and bind together the casing of

the sausage string at the position of the clamping and

3 5 then cut the thus formed sausages 15 free of each other.

Arranged under crimper wheel 13 is the

transverse conveyor belt 2 which extends under crimper

wheel 13 to make contact with the protrusions 14 thereof
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and wrth the separate sausages » t.
>
b rme

therebetween. The transverse conveyor ^ but

fcr this P-pose no, only along . - ^^ q£ .

al so along two guide rc

;

. •

-
eyor 2 is guldea

5 guide scrip 18 . As a resu ^ e

closely along the wheel .
It is also P ^

2 a short distance from the wneei
conveyor belt 2 . sh ^ „ are

conveyor belt 2 were uu
the fragile

through a relatively great distance, whereby

sausages could be damaged.
.,. rtl,er

A part of transverse conveyor belt 2 .urther

, rfs substantially horizontally. As elucidated with

15 eXtendS
To figure I the main transporting device 4

reference t »
t^gur. !.

^ conveyor belt 2.

connects enters par^^ ^ ^ made

of a transfer device 3 which will be

^"^f
-r nrpqpnt embodiment the transit

h . np The control of the transfer device is herein

30 I: at switches for instance only one of each three

T/two sausages to ^^^^^
As shown in figure 2, the actu*

•«*«, a frame 19 to which is fixed a slide

device 1 comprises a frame t
provided

element 20. The underside of slide element

35 with an obliquely extending scoop part
2^ thr sc P

part 21 ensures not only a sliding but also a slight

scooping action of the transfer device, »hi.h

important so as not to damage the fragrle sausages.
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in order to prevent that when sausages 15 are

pl aced in the containers or baskets forming part o t e

20
'

The frame 19, which is substantially

lar is provided on its underside with ears 23

rectangular, is provxa

which are each rotatably connected to a lever

10 levers 24 are connected to a support frame 26 for

10 levers ^
driving thereof the

rotation on a common shaft 25. For 9

frame 19 is connected by means of two rods 27, only one

rrame ±? plement which is

of which is shown in the drawing, to an^
driven in rotation, £or instance a disc 28 which

m ririvable by an electric motor 29.
15

By driving disc 28 in rotation the £rar„e will

execute a movement such that siide element 20 performs a

_t emending in a -tical Plane -£ -

«

route wherein, when electric motor 29 is drl

20 ously, siide element 20 is in
"

always at a different speed. The movement is such that

I" passing through a lower part the moving sau,,g S

extending in substantially flat positron are pushed in

the tran porting element in substantially borstal

25 Action! whereafter the slide element moves
25 directio

sauBages meanwhile supplied

then moves oacK ovex ua*c
fhpr

yia conveyor belt 7 and moves downward again on the other

•a* whereafter this movement is repeated.
slde. »»«-

t

£«
st certainly not be in£erred however from

30 the foregoing description that this is a

movement; it is rather a movement of which only t lo

part is substantially flat and wherein all

tional components transpose gradually ^ in
The actual main transporting device is shown i

. . i„ ficmre ' The main transporting device is

35 more detail m figure -.

formed essentiaUy by an advancing element n the f

a chain 31 and carriers 32 fixed to Cham 31 and guide

Lans which are formed by fixedly arranged guide means 3,
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in the form of guide rails and gu.de edges 34 arranged on

carriers 32. Instead of a chain 31 it is possible to

apply other flexible advancing elements, for instance a

spring belt. Chain 31 is provided with openings extending

5 at regular distances into whxch can be placed pins «

raounted on carriers 32. It is thus possible by means of

the advancing element in the form of chain 31 to advance

carriers 32 by means of the pins.

The pins and the holes arranged in the chain

10 are such that the carriers can rotate on an axis

extending transversely of the direction of movement. I-

no further measures are thus taken, the rotation position

of the carriers will be determined by the force of

gravity. However, the guide means have taken over this

15 function of determining the rotation position of the

carrier The guide means are formed by the fixedly

arranged guide rails 33 and recesses 34 arranged on the

side surfaces 36 of the carriers. The rotation position

of each of the carriers 32 can be determined by causing

20 the recesses to be guided by the guide rails 33.

It will be apparent that carriers 33 are not

limited to the embodiment shown here; they make take

other forms, in particular they can be provided with

other rise edges and the like for determining therewith

25 the position of the carriers. It is further noted that

the guide means not only have the function of determining

the rotation position of the carriers but also to take

over at least a part of the weight of the carriers and

the content thereof, so that the advancing element, in

30 this case the chain, is not loaded with this weight. It

will be apparent that it is possible to apply other forms

of guide means arranged on the carriers, for instance

pins or blocks

.

Above the chain 31 often a strip has been

35 provided to avoid climbing of the chain or of the

carriers, for instance in the case of pollution of the

rail 33.
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The same effect car. besides be obtained by

providing a similar rail above the fitting plates 38.

providing

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ transporting

, ^ fiaure 3 is shown to be arranged in a

device 4 m figure J

, housing the walls of which are designated 37

Flgure 4 shows a carrier in its entirety.

Carrier 32 comprises two side walls 36 which are

^factured from metal, for

and which are provided on their outside wi * |™

recesses 34. In the present— »
correlative

each side wall extend at an angle o£ about 9
rela

^y, other It is however possible to apply other

15 C°
°th "

recesseB for instance two recesses
configurations of recesses, j-u

extending at a different angle or a larger number of

reCeSSSS
'

The pins 35 are further fixed to the actual

„ 36 Both side walls 36 are mutually connected

20 side walls 36. Botn siu

by containers 40 which are bent into a U-shap

a

i • w.wise preferably manufactured from stainless

Tee
1

t otherwise'also possible to manufacture these

fro: plastic. Both ,-shaped containers 40 «c«^
25 by a basket 41 of wire mesh. Wire mesh 41 is

formed as shown in the drawing, by woven wire mesh It

'ki. , n make use of punched wire mesh,

is otherwise possible to make use o y
m^ rsrial

Ch i«, Dreferably manufactured from material
The wire mesh is preieiauj./

«. • Thii<;

have a very high thermal conduction. Thus

which does not have a very g ^ g
rhat when it remains for a iony y

30 Z »ire ~

J^Irature and causes burning phenomena ,

situated in the basket. The basket shape has the furt

vantage that the product i. easily -cessiblero.au

35 sides for radiation acting on the product or gases «-«

ing an effect on the product.
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, t- a rpd the preamble, this effect

As already stated tne y

i8 proved by occasional tilting of the basket

re sul t of the action of the guide^ 5 shown
Further, reference is made to figure

•

f oure 5 the construction of the third processing

5 in
\ can be seen herein that the third process-

ing 7. It
means of a tunnel 42 to the

ing housing 7 is connecte y in

second processing housing 6 shown m figure

5
'

The first .ain transporting device 4 is guided

10 \ rtpvice 43 which is connected to the

3 first transfer device
via a tirst

transfer device
second transporting device 8. The t

provides transfer of the content of the caskets

transporting device 4 to the baskets of auxiliary

15 :

r

rlII

P
portin

9

g device 3 -.^^^^i-.
rTLTsVoUrr^

—

.herein it is poi
d „ a more

devica, because oft £ *« ^ufactured fro.

a99reS

1
Ve

III~ '/i -ana lis envi.on.ent.

20 materials which bet"'
device is subsequently

The „am transpor ing ^ ^
guided along a secon rans«r a ^ ^

25 a'VlCe
'

The auxiliary transporting device S leads

* ah . chafer 45 and is adapted to spray the content

Tl carrier! with SfoKe liquid. A spray device 46 is

of the carriers wit
eaually possible for

arranged for this purpose. It is equal P

30 this purpose to »a*e use of versing devices

supply aevices^
^^^ ^ ^ ^

cransporting device 8 .eves through a «• ^
„idth of which is slightly greater than the width

33 carriers and the length of which as -asured n the

auction of the transporting device is gr ater

aistance between the carriers. Discharge of the
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ouc of chamber « by the transporting

piace ,1th a similar, sluice-li.e construction -

P
AS seated, Che first transfer device 43

arises a guide wheel 49 for guiding each of Che

5 arr s This guide wheel here fulfils the function o

5

fILdly arranged guide means. Bue

tbe gu.de wheels SO and Si for guiding e c i of^

auxiliary transporting device, the carriers

Trig arc of Che auxiliary transporting evic,

=

10 pressed against Che carriers of t e ma

device, wherein by changing the angle

, .-^prs of the mam
the produce present m the carriers

transporting device is transferred to the other

15 """'""'A similar, though reverse movement taKes place

at the second transfer device 44. The actual guide wheel

I is herein placed close Co the auxiliary transporting

device

.

It is thus possible to apply a separate

20 auxiliary transporting device which is not exposed o

»aaressive environment in chamber 45
.

It is of course

possible CO eliminate the effectiveness of this chamber

L moving to the left the assembly of the auxiliary

ra sporting device in accordance with an—

«

25 shown in the drawing. This auxiliary transporting dev1C

is replaced by a guide place in order Co prevent the

products falling out of the carriers of the main

transporting device

sto^ ^ ^ ^^
30 apparatus depicted in figure 5. Herein use

plunging apparatus SS beside of a spraying apparatus 46.

To avoid making the auxiliary transporting device

unnecessary long, both transfer devices are located

about the same level^^^ _ ^ _
constructed than the transfer devices in the pracecling

embodiment. In the first transfer device 4 the carrier

32 of the main transport apparatus come only in

35
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operate with the Carres of the auxiliary ">nsport

apparatus 8, when they have been tilted over an angie of

8 To av id that the contents of the carried crop

ring the tilting a guide place S, has^^J*
s the end of the guide plate the contents of the carr e

drop into the carriers of the auxiliary ^°~J^
,. subsequently, the contents are sprayed with moke

Uouid by the spraying apparatus 46 and the conten s a.e

nereaftl plunged in the smoke liquid. The apparatus

10 comprises a number of blowers 57 blowing off extra

adhering smoke liquid from the products

.

In the second transfer apparatus 54 the

contents of the carriers of the auxiliary transport

apparatus is fed back to the carriers of the mam
apparatu

that t0 Binta.n a

" "„ u— between both transport apparatuses

he speed of the auxiliary transport apparatus should be

smaller than that of the main transport apparatus with

rescect to the smaller radius.

, 0

"
Further, it is noted that the shape of the p

h

"

of the auxiliary transport apparatus is such, that t i

also possible to connect the carriers rigidly »"» "»

chain of the auxiliary transport apparatus

in figure 7 a positioning apparatus has been

25 depicted, which is used for arranging the products to be

processed, like sausages on a define posi i« -

carriers . For a number of processes to be execut

products it is of importance that the process >
u -to

the correct part of the product, like the bending of

30 sausage to horse-shoe shape.
,„„ ted

The positioning apparatus can be located

between the processing housings 6.9 in the configuration

depicted in figure 1, which housings serve as a drying

housing, respectively a steam cook housing, and the

35 latter is preferably integrated in the smoking appar. us

r anged between those housings which is described with

the help of the figures 5 and S . It is the most mple,

when the position apparatus acts on a substantially
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horizontal P»t * "*™Z\7sZTZy ria»e 5..

5 editable in height along « - « ^
holders 60 have been provrd d^ ^ o£

* 4=*- £i is iournallea rotacauxy
which a snaft 61 is D

provided which comprises

r^i—:— j.,—

—

W«s ,3 move along with the carrier. ™V»
^ ^

. .en,,. that -V
rr

n

:;ir
a art^f^

^ ^
15 rrirr, .—

-

:

—— 1::: r»~

r:::: t;r—t
,

proaucts are

20 shifted to the middle
n^ ^

The center is a defined p
bending

I„ figure 8 a bending apparatu f

»

^rricular of sausages, is depict
o£ products « P « «^ arrangefl bec„een the

. bending devic is or
^ ? ^ the

25 positioning apparatus d p
„,portance that the

^JTJZZ*"*- in partlcular

~ 1e";re-bending device copses ad™

>,-nh a number of bending units 67 has been

3 0 66, unto which a numDer
the

a Tt is however, also possible to

arranged. It is, no
rarrier By means of a

bending units oh another ind ™^ ^ sausages

transfer device not dePlc"
bending uni ts 67

or other products are supplied to the

35 located on the drum 66.
. tw0 engaging

::::: r^::; — •

-— °-
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, „ rB extending in each others

sausages in gripping element
.
«

: ^
-rm and by making subsequently

Pr0lM « U bending action is executed

eleme„ts ro a

t^
h

^ ^^ eng
tteiei

. • „ *-hp drum 66 .

5 element is dependent on^^""^ are

° £ ""^cS « -tal part of the arum

supplied to Che substantra y ^ .

t
.

s

66 .
During the further rotation of ^

voided that - 7-^.^1 "o-- at the outer

in 1in i t c by means of a guiu^,
wb n rh

sid/of and concentrrc with the dm., and whrch

preferably moves along with the drum^
a

"t": si ::::::

~

„ r.
tr^r-^- --- - the correct

shape.
. „ f rhe drum the subsequent

During rotation of the dru
repeatingly in

the direction of one en ^ ^
20 o£ the other <* ^ rQ„s on the next transporter,

iocated compactly in s
extending in

„hich can he P»*£^"£ ^ , comp,ot transport

the direction of transport, y

evident after-drying can he ™^ ^ ^
farther, the drum comprises v

25 *<„ is used, when straight sausages

£or each drum ^ be„aing units are not

Sh0Uld
'b - the handing units or the

, determined^^^T^
"—

-M":;^r:::: r^u—

-

drum,- by rotating the a
possible to

^r- and the transport unit, it is P
bending unit ana cue

make a choice.
atinaratus for the

in figure 9 an alignment apparatu

1 H.oic-ed which has been generally

35 carriers - - ,e
apparatus ser.es to

deS ignated with 77. This The

bring the carriers 32 ma
apparatus

alignment apparatus can be xnserte
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depicted in figure 1 in any reared po.it Th

,/ign.ent apparatus censes a lower *» -
ubich an indent .3 has been provideo^ A PP

the alignment apparatus comprises a weigh "

5 roc.t-.ly to a Shaft 74. Both the weight ,

a

'He rail 72 are located close to the guide rai

guide rail a
norma l situation,

connected to the carriers 32 -n the

that is to say, when the carriers 32 are in t p

as depicted in figure the transport of he

10 moves the relevant carrier and the g. e r»

• 7^ Bv the force extended by the weiy

rrrer
7^"—!y in a slight—^^ „

there is no risK that the front edge o the g

engages the indent 73 leading to an un dve n

15 of the carrier. When, however, one o the ca

transported in a front-to -bacK posit on th 9

„iU press the sharp edge of the ^"J^ „ it .

indent 73, so that this guide nr. 34 is stopP

10wer side, and will execute a rotation until

20 " " ^nr'ho^tiralso possible that a carrier is

n a complete upsidedown position. For such a

supplied m a complete p
ng ^

situation a guiding 76 has been p
s ,molied in the

side wall 36 of the carriers, which are supplied

25 ^ y turned upsidedown position. In the presen

emboLent the side wall 36 has the contour f

carrier. The guiding has been provided in the P

mate in which the guiding exerts such a force

ter Plate that the carrier tilts and con.es m the

c or in the upsidedown position, when the carrier

30 correct or in tne uy
again at

arives in the upsidedown position, it will

the indent 73 .
_

It will be apparent that the scope of

detection of the present invention is limited only by

35 th Claims and not by the embodiment shown above.
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CLAIMS

1 Transports device for transporting food

/'
e sub1e=ted to a processing, comprising at

5 —g— - T:zr r
the £ood products for ^cessin9

10 carries along at least a part of t»
.

route.

2 Transporting device as claimed in

charactered in that the advancing eie^nt is endiess

a„ tne "Ute^closed^^ ^^ ^^ ^

. . in that the route is linear and the

15 characterized in that ti
carriers

advancing element is adapted to transport the

alternately in opposing directions^
2

4 Transporting device as claimed m
, ifl t-hat the guide means are adaptea

or 3 characterized in that tne y

» " - -CHS .aimed in ciaim

,

2 3 or 4, charact.ri.ed in that the transporting devrce

cerises secondary guide means for oniv guiding the

advancing^ ^ as claimed in^ -
, characterized in that the carriers are

foregoing claims, characterizes

„m„ nn the advancing element,
mounted rotatably on tne a

, . m(^ in claim 6,

7 Transporting device as claimed m clai

characterized in that the guide means are adapted to

30 determine the rotation position of each of the came

sub3 ect to the position of the c«n., ^
8 Transporting device as claimed m

• ^ 4„ that the transporting device
7, characterized xn that tne f

carriers move

comprises a correction unit for making the

35 towards a defined position of the carriers^

9 Transporting device as claimed m any
xra y

. , , n that the route extends

foregoing claims, characterized m that th

through at least a second processing space,
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are connected by a tunnel, the

second processing spaces ^ ^ maximum

length of which xs at leas as g ^ Qf move .

distance between carrxerB xn t

^ & direction

ment ,
and that the d^ensx o £ t

^ _ than

5 transversely of the dxrectx
a

1.5 times the dxmensxon o- the
iers ,

in this

, , r^sibly protruding from the car

product possxoxy y—iOT -

10 .

—o^n, -ice - =l£-^ -^

13 .
Transportxng devxce

extendxng
. sides or trie

;rrrrr -—— -
^st

2 i aims characterized xn that the

the foregoxng claxms, c&
q£ ^

are provided with guide el.-nt*****
supports

carrier into a determxned posxtxon by g

forming part of the guide means
^ ^^ ^

15 .
Transporting devxce as cl

ceable

. .terized in that the guide supports are

characterized x
carriers.

foE changing the po.«x« of
transporting aev.ce as

16 Carrier for use in

claimed in any o £ the *°—/^aim 14 ,
comprlS in9

"
' ""at ". -^* transversa <*

30

35
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. • .hat the carriers are provided

products, characterized m that the

with guide elements.

no carrier as claimed m claim 17,
18. urriei a

arranged on
• a in that the guide elements are arrange

characterized in that tue 3

5 the outside of the carrier

-i q porrier as claimed m ciaim

, tnat the wire mesh is manufactured with

characterized m that the wi
^

a passage ratio greater than 65,.
instance as

90 Carrier for food products, tor

„ • claims 17-19, comprising wire mesh for sup-

10 claimed m claims 17
'

in that the wire

porting food products, characteri

raesh is ---^^^ as claimed in any of the claims

j . ^.f the wire mesh is

17 . 2 0, «^ , themal auction
15 manufactured from a materia

coefficient of a maximum of 0.25 « X »
^

22. Carrier as claimed rn any of

17 . 21 ,
charactered in tnat the wire mesh is plastic

mesh, for instance mesh of P^""-
the =laims

23 . carrier as claimed in any of t

• a i-n t-hat the wire mesh is receive

17 72 characterized m that uie

containers on its edges extending transversely of

dir6Cti0n ^ -aimed in claim.,

• a in that the containers are releasably

25 characterized m tnat tne

m the guide elements,
connected to the^g^

^ ^ ^ Qf ^ claims

17 . 24 ,

characterized in that the guide elements are

manufactured from plastic.
carrier as

30
26. Guide element for use with a

claimed in claim 24.
annaratus comprising— — , - "tin/food

« ieast two —sporty d^ = « ^ ^ any

products for proc ss n^ r ^ ^^^
35 of the claims 1-16, cna

clve transfer device.

ing devices are coupled by a colleCCl
as claimed

28. Composite transporting apparatus a

in claim r,. comprising at least two transporting devices
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that the trans «
partly parallel ,

tne

transporting dev. ces
are adapted to

9uide means rn the P»«lle
>

s0 tnat the

5 deterge the^rtro the c.^ ^
content of tne car.iex

, ranq0orting device.
^ ^ a carrier of the second transportny

is moved to a carrier
t s as claimed

in ci-m 28
' :rcir::: d s

"
tnat ^ * ^

second transportS-rce^^ apparatus as .aimed

in ciarm ,.or M
.

— ^ ParallSl

" t"jeCt°ri

ri lomptlt/LInsportin, apparatus as .aimed

• ^ hw » first transfer device
, . m n 7 . 30 characterized by a first

m claim n -* u
<

u"
, first

* the food products from the first

£ or '»» f«r^\f~
he

S

..«nd transporting device,

transports devr «
£Qr tIans£erring tne food

20
Tr-rsromT/Ieoond transports device to the first

transporting devroe^^ ^^ ^ ^
£ed by snppiv m-s to ™
part of a transport y

, .

«, n7 7 c: comprising
- == rl aimed in claims 17-25, compx

or a carrier as claimed
nroduct from the

transfer^ '«-^.l^^ * ^ °*
supply means » tne carrre ^ ^^

30 transfer means «jpn » • -
^^ c^rises a part

ireirrio:;;::^ « * «.
rr/ rr

u

• * in that the slide element follows a path

35 characterized in that the
follows the route,

iocated in a vertical plane as *\
tA1™ B t

32 or

34 Loading device as claimed m claim

33 characterized in that the route comprises a
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r, fbP slide element

substantially
horizontal par, wherein th.

shifts the food product. 34>

35 .
Loading device as c» ^

characterized *» ^ elMrot P

s a scoop element on its botto-d ^ ^^ ^ or

35, charactered in tta
tte subs - an-

accelerated ahd subsequently slo«e

tially horizontal part of the ™£ of tM
37 .

Loading devrce
ele!nent is

claim3 32 -3 6 ,
characterized -*^h

, conMCCion

connected to the
the slide element

;rsrianr/ov:/s *. . - -
15 device.

, ri aimed in claim 37,

.^rt-ThnUde-enthasarelative

"'"TdTr 3--motionless during said part of the

low speed or sc*nu=

route.
. ri aimed in any of the

3 9 Loading device as claxmea

20
3y

'

. , n,at the drive means
1-3 7-7 characterized in that

claims 32-37, cnar
drivable in

aciqpmblv with a cran*. ui

comprise a rod assemoiy

rotation. claimed in any of the

"—"liril^ the supply -ns
25 claims 3.-3S. =-»C

^
i

;;:t::aing transversely of t»

compris e a conveyor bel e«
J^ device .

transporting direction of the t P
£Qod

4i

wirr;: p^ionj~ » .*

—

products, comprising a y
transporting means

3„ 'partially curved configuration an tr-
^^

„hich are forced for -^^L-ct onto the

in any of the claims 32 40
^ ^ thE transporting

production me*- charac ^ ^ che

means are at least y

35 production member. claim 41,

"
a

rruction «*« i.

*
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43 .
Sausage manufacturing ^

in claim 43, charactered m that
^ ^

in claim 44, charactered m that

S3USa9e
-

48 sausage manufacturing apparatus according

20
, . "or 47 characterized in that the sausag

-"""""irLrare-u^cturing apparatus according

, j n -n vhat the positioning

" "^ ^To* pc."^ - sausages in a

apparatus is adapten j.w f

bating
apparacus £or subjection

products, for rnstance food products to processing oy

30 fluid, the apparatus comprising:

- carriers movable along a path,-

. a housing through which the path ..tends

'

nowing means for making the fluid flowing by

35 . path ,

«rld in that ^»
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